REGULAR CHECK UPS

Dr. Allen Reed resides in the Inverness-Greystone area with his wife
Tracy and their three children. He attended undergraduate school
and earned his bachelors of science degree at the University of
Alabama at Birmingham and went on to obtain his doctor of medical
dentistry degree also at the University of Alabama at Birmingham.
Dr. Reed is an active member of the American Dental Association, the
Alabama Dental Association and the Birmingham District Dental
Society. He has been in practice in the area for over twelve years.
Dr. Reed can repair teeth that would otherwise be less attractive with
teeth bonding, veneers, as well as tooth whitening services that can
greatly improve your smile. Also, Dr. Reed can provide in-office and
take home teeth whitening kits that can help improve the
appearance of your smile.
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Going to your regular check ups will help to keep your gums
and teeth healthy as well as detect any early problems such as
gum disease, oral cancer and cavities. The best way to maintain
good oral health is to visit your dentist on a regular basis.

TEETH WHITENING
Zoom!, now used at our office, offers the best cosmetic teeth
whitening available. Of all the dental whitening treatments
nothing whitens better or faster. Get an average of 8 shades
whiter in just 45 minutes with Zoom!'s innovative teeth
bleaching system. Zoom! has been clinically proven to be safe
and effective and many dentists consider whitening the safest
cosmetic dental procedure available. You can benefit from
tooth bleaching - schedule a consultation today!
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FILLINGS AND CROWNS
When a tooth or teeth become significantly compromised, dental
work may be required to repair the damage, infection or cavity.
Further dental work may then be needed to strengthen the tooth
or teeth, as well as provide a better cosmetic appearance.

NEW PATIENTS ALWAYS WELCOME

When you enter our office, you will be
greeted by a friendly and caring staff
who will strive to make you feel comfortable and welcome. We offer you
and your family the latest preventive
and restorative dentistry methods
available today and provide these in a

pleasant and relaxed environment.
We believe that preventive dentistry,
patient education and communication
are the best ways to avoid poor dental
health.
Through our informative
patient focused educational materials,
you will learn ways to take an active

role in your oral health. We advocate
regular check -ups as a means of
ensuring that even minor dental
problems can be detected and treated
at an early state, thus avoiding discomfort and pain. Working as a team, a
healthy smile can be yours for life.

We offer you and your family the latest preventive and
restorative dentistry methods available today and provide
these in a pleasant and relaxed environment.
•Cleanings
•Fillings
•Crowns
•Bridges
•Bondings
•Veneers
•Partials
•Preventative Sealants
•Periodontal Treatment
•Tooth Whitening (Professional take-home kits as well as
in-office laser Zoom to achieve that movie star white smile.)
•TMJ Services
•Nitrous Oxide
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dental care
FOR THE WHOLE FAMILY

Because we always have each patient's comfort and
convenience in mind, we accept the following
insurance providers.
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Alabama, Delta Dental,
Guardian, MetLife, Assurant, Cigna , Aetna, Southland and
Dente Max. *Please note that most other insurances are
accepted.
Additionally, we participate with the financing program
Chase Health Advance www.chasehealthadvance.com. Our
provider merchant ID# is 92123.
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